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Organizational visit by Diksha to Jamui district to  Samagra Seva, the visit mainly comprises of 
knowing about the organization’s history, vision, mission, financial structure, program 
implementation and engagement with the community and kids.

There was an interaction with the internal team, where the conversation was mainly focused  about 
their intervention on community development ideas that they are engaged in along with 
importance of education and why they opted to work in this area.

A visit was made at the educational learning centre named as Cultural Educational Centre (CEC), the 
main idea behind visiting the same was to have an interaction with the youth volunteers along with 
the kids and to get a clear understanding about their pedagogy and method of learning.

PROCESS OVERVIEW 



Name of Org Youth-led, Women-

led, Both

Year of inception Priority 

District

Annual Budget Things in favour

Samagra Seva Founder/chief 

functionaries is 55 

years old 

22 September, 2001 JAMUI

JHAJHA

KHAIRA

44,000,00

Budget target for the 

coming financial year-

45,000,00

-Grass root level intervention 

-Strong programmatic design 

-

OVERVIEW OF SAMAGRA SEVA



SAMAGRA SEVA

Year of Registration: 2001 Referred by: UNICEF

Operational Districts: Jamui, Jhajha and Khaira Priority Districts: JAMUI, KHAIRA,JHAJHA

Headed by: Makeshwar Rawat - Makeshwar Rawat once was himself a 

victim of the cruel practice of child labour being practiced intensively all over 

India. It was by the intervention of Parivar Vikas, an organization working 

towards encouraging kids to study and understand the importance of 

education.It was during his graduation that he along with few of his friends 

decided that this is the time that they should give their tribute back to the 

society in terms of setting up an NGO which will focus  on Musahar as a 

community taking education as a stream to uplift them. They started with a 

small team and now are a team of 10 members with 6:4 ratio of F:M.

Annual budget last year: Supported by 

44 lakhs and supported by organizations like CASA, CFI, NFI and Cry(till 

March 2020))

Issues in focus: 

The major area of focus is to uplift one of the most backward communities of Bihar knows as the Musahars via means of education, how to minimize the 

rate of child marriage and child labor in the area and nearby districts. The Cultural, Educational, Political, Health related and Economic development of 

tribals and (Musahar) Maha Dalit communities.



SAMAGRA SEVA

Activities with adolescents & youth:  

Mainstreaming of children to school.

Counselling parents in order to aware them about importance of 

education.

Reduce the rate of child labor and marriages in the society by 

connecting them to school and cultural learning center.

To promote institutional delivery, immunization and birth registration

Annual Outreach with 

adolescents and children:

Last year: 750

Targeted for next year: 1300

No of CEC:

Significant partnerships:

CASA, CFI, NFI, CRY

Full-time Staff strength: Full-Time: 12

Part Time: 10

Volunteer: 10



Remarks on basis of parameters 

Intervention with Musahar community The current program and organization focuses on the Musahar community as their target audience or 

beneficiary, and focuses on upliftment of them, Musahar community is still devoid of education, the 

female literacy rate is hardly 5%, while the male literacy rate is about 9% in

the target blocks. No student in the Musahar community had passed even an Inter

previously. The parents usually go out for labor work and the elder children, specially the girls are 

compelled to tend to smaller siblings or accompany their parents for labor work.

Cultural Educational Center (A cultural center  in nearby blocks, like Jhajha. Khaira etc where youth and 

children can discuss their issues and also take part in counseling session, aims to reach out to more than 

500 young people and bring a change in their lives. The organization train and preparing youth group to 

run this center. Youth will then emerge as second line leaders.

Interest in programming for co-creation 

and co-leading with adolescents and 

children

The organization strongly promoting the co-creation and co-leading skill among the youth and adolescents. 

Youth have an age to think multiple innovative experimental things perhaps it is risky but organization 

allows them to think critically, experiment with their ideas to enhance their skills. If they make mistakes, 

they learn, if they achieve they are inspired to take it forward. 

The organization runs Cultural Educational Centers known as CEC in the nearby areas where they engage 

the kids in different sort of activities including summer camps, exposure to different places/areas etc.

The kids are supported fully by the youth and adolescent volunteers in order to keep them connected with 

the organization and education.

Infrastructure and Financial Practices In terms of the infrastructure, the organization's building earlier was being run in a rented space. But now 

they have shifted to a permanent space and is being run at Maheshwar Rawat (the owner's) house. 

Regarding CEC they do not have any rented space, they use the spaces available in the community and 

running successfully, there is a Doctor who also lends his support in terms of providing the space for 

children and meeting. The financial implications of the organization is good and they are following a 

proper system to maintain the data/information etc.

SAMAGRA SEVA



Remarks on basis of parameters 

Ability to meet proposed scale Through gender mainstreaming,  Capacity  Enhancement, Group formation, Peer learning , Cultural  

Learning Center, Formation of youth federation organization direct intervene with youth and 

adolescent and schools of nearby blocks and communities, thereby it shows ability for the proposed 

scale. 

Diversity (in terms of gender, caste, religion, 

issues etc.)

Organization cover SC community whereby focusing the most minor community in the same i.e

Musahar community which is amongst the most minor community in Bihar. 

Women/Children/Youth/Adolescent  (Ravidas, Musahar, Paswan, )including diversity of gender.

Additional remarks and further areas of 

exploration:

The organization is education centric and their intervention is primarily at the grass root level. They 

work both in-school and out-of-school settings. They having a good experience of field and relation 

building to the community. They have dedicated team to perform enthusiastically. Impact is visible in 

their own organization with empowered female staff sharing their roles with the same men in their 

community which they feel would have been next to impossible if they hadn’t joined the organization. 
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